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“… in this neo-feminist age of unapologetic dominance, Amy Love and Georgia 
South ask all the questions and have all the answers” 

 - Afropunk 
South East London duo, Amy Love and Georgia South - aka Nova Twins -  return with their ferocious new single 
Lose Your Head, out on 29th June 2018.  

Propelled by frenzied hooks, snarling vocals and a tenacious energy, Lose Your Head is a fiercely attention-grabbing 
creation from the duo. Oozing an angst-driven force, it’s a raucous wall of sound that’ll hit you with its raw power on 
first listen. Of the track, the band expand: “It’s for all the judgemental people in the world who like to make some of us 
feel alienated or like an outsider just because we are different to them!  It’s a fiery song  that  is  meant  to melt  the  
faces off small minded  people. We want to open these people’s minds and invite them to the wild side.” 

Having been blowing up speakers putting on dynamite shows across the globe over the last couple of years, Nova 
Twins are joined by dynamic drummer Tim Nugent for live shows, creating a true force to be reckoned with. They 
have previously supported the likes of Prophets of Rage, Ho99o9, Willow Smith, Kate Nash, Die Antwoord and 
Black Honey. The duo have also received acclaim from The Guardian, NME, Afropunk, Kerrang! and Rage 
Against The Machine's Tom Morello, to name a few. With new single Lose Your Head, they hope to continue 
stunning listeners with their bold, genre-defying sound.  

Lose Your Head, the new single from Nova Twins, is out 29th June 2018. 
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